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No cars in Alfred Street
cars and motorcycles will be barred from 
alfred Street from 2 april in the first move to 
make it a pedestrian mall.

The street wil l be closed to all vehicular 
traffic except current buses, emergency vehicles, 
bicycles, university service vehicles and disabled 
access vehicles, and a 10km/h speed limit 
imposed. From that date it can no longer be used 
for parking or as a dropoff and pickup point. 

removal of what is now a crowded and 
dangerous thoroughfare for cars will greatly 
improve the environment for staff, students and 
visitors. it will also better unite busy sectors of 
the city campus.

The pedestrian mall will ultimately form part of 
the central Transit corridor, a dedicated busway 
providing a quicker bus route between the cBD 
and Newmarket. 

staff and students are asked to be patient and 
to exercise care during the changeover which 
will be effective from 6am on monday 2 april. 
There is further information on the auckland city 
website at www.aucklandcity.govt.nz/auckland/
transport/ctc/alfredstreet.asp

casual hourly parking $4 an hour*
Flat rate $5 after 6pm Monday to Friday and weekends*
early bird rate: $12 all day before 8.30am with verification card*

students: talk to Student admin in the clockTower for information on early Bird cards.
staff: click on the New car parking information link on the staff intranet homepage.

*all parking subject to the university parking policies and the rules of operation and availabilty of parking facilities

one of the most iconic images of a 	
New Zealand subject is Mt Egmont from the 
Southwards, painted in September 1840 by 20-
year-old charles heaphy.  

From the collection

as draughtsman for the New Zealand company, 
heaphy had the task of encouraging immigration to 
“the little Britain of the south” by showing pleasant 
scenery and arable pasture. settlement of New 
Plymouth in 1841 led to tensions between Te ati 
awa and the new colonists, with the Taranaki Wars 
and corollary land confiscations ensuing. 

Nearly 160 years later, Julian hooper’s oil 
painting corrects heaphy’s earlier watercolour 
representation with a double rendition of the 
symmetrical volcanic peak. Below, the mountain 
appears as heaphy described it – impossibly 
steep and mount Fuji-like. By sweeping white 
paint up the peak from the end of the cocked 
carbine rifle held by the Forest Ranger in the 
foreground, hooper implicates his artistic 
predecessor in the alienation of māori land in the 
province. 

atop this history-laden scene, the mountain 
looms again, this time with its contours more 
naturalistically described, allowing Fantham’s 
Peak to be discerned on the right. lower slopes 
extend horizontally beyond the picture plane on 
both sides, making the mountain seem benign, 
enduring and implacable in the face of human 
history. above all, Taranaki reigns supreme as the 
inescapable geological feature of the region. 

Titled Taking Taranaki, this work uses the 
typically postmodern strategy of appropriation, 
quoting the work of another artist to create 
a new work. The “taking” of its title refers to 
cook’s renaming of the mountain as egmont, and 
the use of force in imposing colonial rule which 
resulted in the taking of ancestral lands. 

as an artist, Julian hooper continues to be 
interested in history. his exploration of his 
hungarian and Tongan ancestry in the exhibition 
liliu features as part of “Turbulence: the 3rd 
auckland Triennial”, on exhibition at the Gus 


